DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHOLE PERSON
UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT

• We are Chicago's Jesuit Catholic University
  – a diverse community
  – seeking God in all things and
  – working to expand knowledge
  – in the service of humanity through learning, justice and faith.
VALUES FROM THE MISSION STATEMENT

- Knowledge
- Service
- Community
- Diversity
- Faith
Insight of Ignatius: Deepest desire is where we find God

Liberal arts core

A depth of knowledge: immersion into an academic discipline

Learn about the world, in order to transform the world for the good of all humanity
SERVICE

Service Learning Courses
  – Center for Experiential Learning

Local Community Service
  – Campus Ministry
  – Community Service & Action
  – Student Organizations

Greater Community
  – Alternative Break Immersions
Opportunities for Connection:
- Friendships/romance
- Classes
- Residence Halls
- Commuter Student Spaces
- Mentors
- Loyola 360
DIVERSITY

- Chance to meet people who hold any number of different identities
- Cherish rather than tolerate
FAITH

Foster an adult appropriation of the faith

Formed by Ignatian Spirituality

Something that is studied and experienced

How do we help our students connect their passions, talents, and understanding of God to the world's greatest needs?
A TASTE OF JESUIT EDUCATION

"The real measure of our Jesuit universities lies in who our students become..."

~Fr. Peter Hans Kolvenbach, S.J.